
The COVID-19 PsyOp — Control by Fear

This page consists of all and only the material on the home page of the author's Serendipity

website which deals with the COVID‑19 pandemic‑psyop, and has not been changed. This

material was added from February through December 2020.

  

If a link to an external web page is broken then you can often recover the page by entering

the URL into the Wayback Machine.

A commenter on Zero Hedge remarked:

I don't care if you think this COVID-19 virus came from a Chinese bio‑lab or from one in the US,

they have hit on the magic formula for control by fear. Now that they know it works

BEAUTIFULLY, they're just going to keep doing it again and again and again until the population

hands them complete control of everything VOLUNTARILY.

12 Experts Question The COVID-19 Panic

Put simply, we are being played. Welcome to 1984.

Ben Garrison: A PLAN YOU CAN’T TRUST!

"A medical expert with integrity asks the German Chancellor five devastating questions about her mindless

coronavirus lockdown." See here.

The reason for my concern lies above all in the truly unforeseeable socio-economic consequences of the

drastic containment measures which are currently being applied in large parts of Europe [and the U.S.] and

which are also already being practiced on a large scale in Germany.

One commenter said:

It's becoming more obvious day by day, that this created panic & confusion is only masking some much

bigger catastrophe hidden, specially when we see the mainstream media, the parrots & stenographers of the
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officialdom, are in perfect harmony with the governments.

For what that "bigger catastrophe" is see Did Bill Gates Just Reveal The Real Reason Behind The Lock-

Downs?

Ryan estimated that well over two million people will likely die from the sequelae of the lock-downs and other

drastic measures to enforce 'social distancing'. Millions could potentially die from suicide, drug abuse, lack of

medical coverage or treatment, poverty and lack of food access, on top of other predictable social, medical

and public-health problems stemming from the response to COVID-19. Gates and Anderson did not touch on

any of those sequelae. Instead, they focused on rapidly ramping up testing and medical interventions [in

particular, vaccincation] for COVID-19.

Antony Mueller: Fooled — How Gullible Politicians Promoted the Destruction of the Global Economy and

Threw Us into the Abyss of Serfdom

  

Not the coronavirus will ruin us but the coming recession and if the recession does not ruin us, the

hyperinflation combined with a depression will do. ... We do not know whether the number of infected will

decrease because of the measures that are in place now, but we can be certain that the number of suicides,

divorces, alcoholics, indebted, impoverished and bankrupt persons will increase. ... What’s going on? Not a

deadly disease is the threat but the global hysteria. If the panic should continue, millions will die, not from

COVID‑19 but from the economic breakdown.

Don't attribute to mere stupidity what can more plausibly be explained by malice (or greed). Those who

control our governments, NGOs and inter-governmental organizations (such as WHO director-general

Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus), and those higher up in the hierarchy who control them, have

implemented a plan — namely, the imposition of lockdowns (akin to house arrest), restriction of

movement, cancellation of public events, etc., under the pretext of a pandemic crisis — which will result in

the ruin and deaths of millions of innocent hard-working ordinary people and in the devastation of our

societies, built up from the work of generations of those who preceded us. Was this due simply to

misinformation, ignorance and stupidity by government officials? Or was this crisis manufactored, and

cleverly taken advantage of, by psychopaths seeking control on a global scale? If so then eventually, if we

still have any freedom, dignity and self-respect left, those responsible for what has happened must be, and

will be, brought to justice.

How the Lockdowns Emerged
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On December 31, 2019, China alerted the World Health Organization (WHO) to several cases of

unusual pneumonia in Wuhan. On January 7, officials attributed this to a new virus, which they

named 2019-nCoV (later named COVID-19), and which was identified as belonging to the coronavirus

family, which includes SARS and the common cold. The first death attributed to the new virus

occurred on January 11. During January many more such deaths occurred in China, and began to

occur in Western countries. During Febrary government officials in Western countries spoke of the

possibility of million of deaths, causing fear and panic among those who believed them.

The origin of this panic seems to have been a report from CNN on January 26 of an alleged statement

by China's health minister Ma Xiaowei that people who are (supposedly) infected by the virus can

infect others without themselves showing any symptoms of illness. If that were true then you could be

infected just by walking down the street — clearly a reason to panic. Ma didn't explain why he thought

the virus can be spread before someone has symptoms, but that didn't stop Dr. William Schaffner, a

longtime adviser to the CDC, from taking this claim seriously — in effect endorsing it. Other CDC

officials took up the theme. Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and

Infectious Diseases picked up the ball and ran with it. Dr. Fauci is quoted as saying, "the Chinese did

not tell U.S. health authorities that the virus could spread before someone is symptomatic", thus

implicitly suggesting that indeed that was the case. This was denied by epidemiologist Dr. Michael

Osterholm, who stated, "I know of no evidence in 17 years of working with coronaviruses ... where

anyone has been found to be infectious during their incubation period." On January 30 the New

England Journal of Medicine published a letter from 16 German doctors claiming that a symptomless

Chinese woman (arriving from China) had infected a German man in Munich, but when they got

around to actually asking her, she said that while in Munich she had in fact shown symptoms, which

worsened on her return to China. Thanks to CNN, Dr. Fauci,and the German doctors, the rumor of

symptomless transition morphed into "fact" among government officials and the general public. From

then on the MSM issued increasingly alarming reports of deaths due to this (allegedly) new illness,

ignoring the fact that people were (as usual) dying of the (not reported) seasonal flu.

John Nolte: Dr. Fauci Is Either a Liar or a Fraud And for a devastating exposé of the 36-

year career of this vile quack doctor see the final article in William Engdahl's Covid

article compilation here. [Added 2020-08-18: Fauci has now been sidelined.]

In February, as Italy began reporting infections, Prof. Neil Ferguson, Head of the Department of

Infectious Disease Epidemiology at Imperial College London, dusted off a computer program he had
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written 15 years ago implementing a model for infectious disease spreading. Using data available from

Italy he concluded (following his history of vastly over-estimating deaths in previous epidemics) that

510,000 people (2.5 million in the U.S.) could die if the U.K. government didn't abandon its approach

at that time of regarding the virus as a variant influenze virus, and thus treating people with severe

symptoms (hospitalizing were necessary) but allowing those without such symptoms to recover and

develop immunity.

Based partly on Ferguson's fear-mongering, on  February 23 in Italy the first lockdowns and

compulsory "social distancing" began. Early in March Britain also imposed lockdowns, later extended

to the entire U.K., despite the fact that Prof. Ferguson had revised his death toll estimate from

510,000 down to 20,000.

The term "lockdown" normally means keeping prisoners locked down in their cells,

typically following a riot. It was also used in the MSM following the Boston Marathon

Bombing in 2013 (likely a false flag) to confine people to their homes until given

permission to come out — a trial run, or a social experiment? For details as to the damage

caused by the lockdown order — by one estimate it cost the city of Boston at least $333

million — see The 2013 Lockdown Experiment in Boston.

On March 7 one Dr. James Lawler (U. of University Medical Center) misinformed the world (to the

delight of the MSM) that about 96 million Americans could become infected with coronavirus, of

whom about half a million would die. On March 11 the WHO, after much delay, declared COVID-19 a

global pandemic. On March 15 New York mayor Bill de Blasio declared (with no evidence) that the

virus can spread rapidly through "close interactions," and issued an order (which was soon after

repeated by governors of many other states) to close restaurants, bars and cafes. On March 16 most

European countries imposed lockdowns and border closures. On March 20 New York Governor

Andrew Cuomo (along with governors of many other states) shut down all "non-essential businesses",

thereby depriving millions of people of their jobs and their livelihoods, leading to bankruptcies and

suicides. By March 30 approximately 265 million Americans were under indefinite lockdown and

martial law in all but name.

In late April a 'revised' version of the computer code written by Ferguson to predict 510,000 deaths in

the U.K. was released to the GitHub code repository. It was examined by an anonymous ex-Google

software engineer, who found numerous flaws and bugs, in particular that, from the same input data
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the program would produce very different outputs. This makes it useless for scientific purposes, and

also worse than useless as a basis for political decisions — and consequently worse than useless as a

justification for government orders, some of which were later found to be unconstitutional. (For

further details see Computer model that locked down the world turns out to be sh*tcode.)

A comment (by Frito) on Zero Hedge about Ferguson's shoddy code:

The thing that really has me pissed off, is that my government [the U.K.] (and many others around the

world), jumped in and spent hundreds of billions of dollars and suspended the civil liberties of millions

of people indefinitely and destroyed the livelihoods of countless small business people based on just one

unverified source [that is, Ferguson]. There was ZERO due diligence done. The first thing that should

have been done was to require the production of the full source code for the simulation software (as it

was run, not this "cleaned up" stuff), and all input data so that it could be verified. If they didn't want

to provide it, then the simulation results should have been discarded.

Ferguson's "scientific" advice was bogus, and Boris Johnson was criminally negligent in accepting it

and ordering the lockdown of the entire U.K. But will they ever see jail time for wrecking the U.K.

economy and ruining the lives of millions of people? No way.

The 52 links above and below were mostly added from April through September 2020 as the COVID-19 hysteria

developed and infected the minds of a gullible, fearful and subservient public. If you wish to understand properly

this hoax and the social and economic disaster that it has caused then read everything linked to from this page.

The Absurdity of Covid "Cases"

But if you only have time to read one article then read this one in full:

Jeff Deist: The Absurdity of Covid "Cases"

What exactly is a covid "case"? Since the beginning of the coronavirus outbreak, most US media outlets have

been exceedingly credulous and complicit in their reporting. ... This explains why media outlets use the terms

"case" and "infection" so loosely, to the point of actively misinforming the public. All of the endless talk about

testing, testing, testing served to obscure two important facts. First, the tests themselves are almost

laughably unreliable in producing both false positives and negatives.  ... Second, detecting virus particles or

droplets in a human's respiratory tract tells us very little. It certainly does not tell us they are sick, or

transmitting sickness to anyone.  ... The only meaningful statistics show the incidence of serious illness,

hospitalizations, and deaths. ... Mild or asymptomatic covid cases are effectively meaningless. ... From day
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one the focus should have been on boosting immunity through exercise, fresh air, sunlight, proper dietary

supplementation, and the promotion of general well-being. Instead our politicians, bureaucrats, and media

insisted on business lockdowns, school closures, distancing, isolation, masks, and the mirage of a fast,

effective vaccine. As with almost everything in life, state intervention made the situation worse. ... Lockdowns

were never justified, either in terms of the covid-19 risk or the staggering economic tradeoffs, which will be

felt for decades. ... We still don't know how many of the reported two hundred thousand US covid-19 deaths

were actually caused by the SARS-CoV-2 respiratory disease, or simply reflect people who died of other

causes after exposure to covid-19. We do know that the harms caused by the lockdowns far outweigh the

harms posed by the covid-19 virus. We have had nearly eight months of life and liberty stolen from us by

politicians and their hysteria-promoting accomplices in media. How much more will we accept?

And for people who prefer audio-visual please view this YouTube video (via a link on Martin Armstrong's web

site): International Lawsuits being Prepared Against the Corona Scam. Or download the same (without captions)

as a zip file (134 Mb).

In this 49-minute video German trial lawyer Reiner Fülmich, a member of a Committee which has been

investigating the Covid-19 pandemic since July 2020, describes the hoax. It explains a lot, and in particular why

the Covid-19 "tests" are worthless (producing mosly false positives), and thus harmful, and have been heavily

promoted by criminally irresponsible government authorities and by vaccine manufacturers seeking humongous

profits (which they will obtain if governments succeed in making "Covid-19" vaccination compulsory — the

penalty for refusal likely being separation of parents from their children and indefinite detention in "quarantine"

camps).

A. Castellitto: COVID testing: We've been duped

Lost in this whole pandemic hysteria are some key considerations that when carefully analyzed place the

whole COVID-19 narrative in a highly questionable light. ... [In] 2007, the New York Times featured a very

interesting exposé on ... the inadequacy of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test in achieving reliable

results.  [These] tests, most notably the PCR, are highly sensitive and prone to false positives. ... [Today] the

PCR test is considered the gold standard of molecular diagnostics, most notably in the diagnosis of COVID-19.

However ... false positives abound. ... Considering all that's at stake and everything that hinges on positive vs

negative case tallies, it's outrageous that these tests [conducted today] would be tweaked in a way that would

inflate the positive rate totals and percentages.

Governments daily report thousands of new "cases", intended to ramp up the level of fear. "Cases" are mostly

false positives, but when not they mostly indicate a viral load which is so low as to be harmless to the person

tested. The ecomomies of the world, and the lives of millions of people, have thus been destroyed as a result of a

hoax of monumental proportions.
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Top Pathologist Claims Coronavirus is “The Greatest Hoax Ever Perpetrated on an Unsuspecting Public”

Top pathologist Dr. Roger Hodkinson ... remarked [in a Zoom conference call] that “social distancing is useless

because COVID is spread by aerosols which travel 30 meters or so before landing,” as he called for society to

be re-opened immediately to prevent the debilitating damage being caused by lockdowns. Hodkinson also

slammed mandatory mask mandates as completely pointless. “Masks are utterly useless. There is no evidence

base for their effectiveness whatsoever,” he said.  ...The doctor also slammed the unreliability of PCR tests,

noting that “positive test results do not ... mean a clinical infection,” and that all testing should stop because

the false numbers are “driving public hysteria.”

Portuguese Court Rules PCR Tests As Unreliable & Unlawful To Quarantine People

 But, but ... that doesn't fit the narrative!

  

The (High) Cost Of Lockdowns: A Preliminary Report

Here is a brief look at the cost ... including stay-at-home orders, closings of business and schools, restrictions

on gatherings, shutting of arts and sports, restrictions on medical services, and interventions in the freedom

of movement.

Bitcoin donations: 1PfX1UhF7gjF5wxzKxviv78PHmk1Qe5Px2

Relevant articles beginning in January 2020:

Larry Romanoff: China's New Coronavirus: An Examination of the Facts (2020‑01‑26)

Adrian Bond: Coronavirus Exposed, Part 1: Communist Coverup, or Pandemic Bioweapon of Mass

Destruction [developed by the global Deep State]? (2020‑01‑31)

Old Microbiologist: Evidence that COVID-19 was a US biowarfare attack on China, published as a comment

on the Saker Blog. (2020‑03‑12)

Celia Farber: Was the COVID-19 Test Meant to Detect a Virus? (2020‑04‑07)

 What is a COVID‑19 "case"? What does the "test" really test for? The surprising answers are here.

Whistleblower: How CDC Is Manipulating The COVID‑19 Death Toll (2020-04-10)
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Gilad Atzmon:

A Viral Pandemic or A Crime Scene? (2020-04-11)

Everything You Want To Know About Covid-19 but Were Afraid To Ask Peter Duesberg (2020‑04‑18)

Is Amnesia a Symptom of Covid-19? (2020-04-20)

Iain Davis: Coronavirus Lockdown and What You Are Not Being Told, Part 1 (2020‑04‑17)

Part 2 (2020‑04‑23)

Martin Cohen: Thinking Errors and the Coronavirus (2020-04-19)

Rich Weinstein: COVID-19 from the start: The definitive coronavirus timeline (2020-04-20)

Whitney Webb: Techno-Tyranny: How the Us National Security State is Using Coronavirus to Fulfill an

Orwellian Vision (2020-04-20)

Like major crises of the past, the national security state appears to be using the chaos and fear to promote

and implement initiatives that would be normally rejected by Americans and, if history is any indicator, these

new changes will remain long after the coronavirus crisis fades from the news cycle. It is essential that these

so-called "solutions" be recognized for what they are and that we consider what type of world they will end up

creating — an authoritarian technocracy. We ignore the rapid advance of these NSCAI [National Security

Commission on Artificial Intelligence]-promoted initiatives and the phasing out of so-called "legacy systems"

(and with them, many long-cherished freedoms) at our own peril.

Fred Guterl: Dr. Fauci Backed Controversial Wuhan Lab with Millions of U.S. Dollars for Risky

Coronavirus Research (2020-04-28)

Soloview, a commenter on Zero Hedge, sums it up nicely:

The Cov research at the Wuhan Institute was led by Shi Zhengli, but was pioneered by two Americans Ralph

Baric and Peter Daszak (who collaborated with her all the way). The aim of the research which used lab-made

viruses derived from the natural ones was to pre-empt future pandemics from coronas by creating drugs and

viruses for all dangerous coronaviruses before they hit. In the end they let one of the lab beasties escape

before [they had developed] any treatment or vaccine against it. They had good intentions but problem is,

hell is paved with those.

The U.S. (specifically, the Pentagon) paid China to do this research (though perhaps not with the aim stated

above), and Fauci was the paymaster (presumably with an eye on the immense profits to be gained from

the development of vaccines).
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Swiss Propaganda Research: Fully Referenced Facts about Covid‑19 (2020-05-06)

Colin Todhunter: Authoritarianism in the Age of Pseudoscience (2020-05-06)

Is this to be the new 'normal', whereby fear, mistrust, division and suspicion are internalized throughout

society? In an age of fear and paranoia, are we all to be 'contact traced' and regarded by others as a 'risk'

until we prove ourselves by wearing face masks and by voluntarily subjecting ourselves to virus tests at the

entrances to stores or in airports? And if we refuse or test positive, are we to be shamed, isolated and forced

to comply by being 'medicated' (vaccinated and chipped)? Is this the type of world that's soon to be regarded

as 'normal'? A world in which liberty and fundamental rights mean nothing. A world dominated by shaming

and spurious notions of personal responsibility that are little more than ideological constructs of a hegemonic

narrative which labels rational thinking people as 'anti-science — a world in which the scourge of

authoritarianism reigns supreme.

Vanessa Beeley:

 Who controls the British Government response to Covid–19?

COVID19: The Big Pharma players behind UK Government lockdown

Jeffrey A. Tucker: The 2006 Origins of the Lockdown Idea (2020-05-15)

F. William Engdahl: Some Relevant Questions About the Coronavirus Pandemia (2020-05-18)

 This PDF document includes the following articles:

Coronavirus and the Gates Foundation (March 17)

Why We Cannot Trust the WHO (March 28)

The Remarkable Doctor A. Fauci (April 9)

The Models, the Tests and Now the Consequences (April 27)

Coronavirus and Dodgy Death Numbers (May 6)

The Warp Speed Push for Coronavirus Vaccines (May 18)

Catte Black: 10 Steps To Turn A Pandemic Into The Brave New Normal (2020-05-19)

Ryan McMaken: Do Lockdowns Work? Mounting Evidence Says No (2020-05-20)

Ryan McMaken: Three Ways Lockdowns Paved the Way for These Riots (2020-06-02)

 The Lockdowns Created an Economic Disaster

The Lockdowns Destroyed Social Institutions

The Lockdowns Empowered the Police State
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Dmitri Orlov: Dances with Guns (2020-06-08)

As with the coronavirus hysteria, where virtually every developed and semi-developed nation imposed

arbitrary travel restrictions, ruinous business shutdowns and various futile quarantines and safety-themed

public masquerades in response to a new respiratory virus that is less lethal than some recent seasonal

influenzas and is selective in killing only those very old or very sick, who would soon die in any case, the

reasons for taking these actions were in each instance quite different from those that were publicly stated.

Specifically, the rationale that shutdowns and lockdowns would save lives is hollow given the number of lives

lost because of ruined livelihoods, the various pathologies caused or exacerbated by the lockdowns and the

social isolation and loss of access to regular medical care as hospitals scrambled to battle the new phantom

menace.

  

More defensible rationales can be offered for the steps taken by various countries. ... Other indecisive and

feckless national leaders could be said to have meekly followed the advice of the World Health Organization,

which is mostly owned by the vaccine mogul Bill Gates, formerly of Microsoft, who was very interested in

locking down the entire planet and making everyone buy an expensive and unnecessary vaccine — against a

virus that happens to be a reasonably safe and effective inoculant against itself. ...

  

I believe that the coronavirus hysteria was a crisis response unleashed by the technosphere, which I define as

a global emergent machine-like intelligence composed of unwitting human moving parts that mindlessly

pursues an abstract teleology of total control. In this instance it is being forced to confront the immanent

demise of the fracking industry in the US, the consequent looming global energy shortage and the definitive

end of global economic growth which is, in turn, required in order for global capitalism to function. ...

Jeff Harris: We Don’t Need No Stinking Vaccine for Covid-19 (2020-06-09)

[It’s] repeated ad infinitum that the ONLY hope we have of ever returning to a semblance of normalcy is to

have a vaccine to protect us! ... But what is assiduously avoided at all cost [in “the 24/7 media circus

coverage of Covid-19”] is any reference to our most potent defense against any virus; our body’s natural

immune system. ... By following some common sense steps you can ensure your immune system is

functioning well and provides the first-line-of-defense that protects 90% of the population.

Alix Mayer, MBA: Leading COVID Vaccine Candidates Plagued by Safety Concerns (2020-11-13)

Historically, vaccines are made from an infectious organism — either a virus or a bacterium — that is grown in

a cell culture ... In a technological departure from the four basic vaccine types, both Moderna and

Pfizer/BioNTech are testing mRNA vaccines, a technology that does not appear to rely at all on biological

products. mRNA instructs our cells to take action. In the case of the COVID vaccine, the lab works with

synthetic mRNA intended to instruct the body's cellular machinery to make some of the SARS CoV-2 proteins,

but not the entire SARS CoV-2 virus. Then the immune system is expected to make antibodies against those
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parts of the virus. Basically, mRNA vaccines are intended to biohack — through genetic modification — a

human being to produce parts of a virus.

Hmmnn ... hijacking human intracellular genetic processes ... What could possibly go wrong?

Have you found that at the local supermarket suddenly almost all of the customers are wearing face masks?

Inference: Almost all of the customers are either gullible idiots indoctrinated by too much exposure to the MSM,

or don't wish to risk a $100 fine by tyrannical officials suddenly granted too much power.

Face Masks Mandated by UK Government Specifically Say They Don't Protect Against COVID-19

  

Europe's Top Health Officials Say Masks Aren't Helpful in Beating COVID-19

  

Raul Ilargi Meijer: Dutch Govt: "Wear A Mask!"; Chief 'Scientist' - Don't Bother!

  

Denis G. Rancourt, PhD: Masks Don't Work — A review of science relevant to COVID-19 social

policy (PDF)

  

The present paper about masks illustrates the degree to which governments, the mainstream media, and

institutional propagandists can decide to operate in a science vacuum, or select only incomplete science that

serves their interests. Such recklessness is also certainly the case with the current global lockdown of over 1

billion people, an unprecedented experiment in medical and political history.

Jenin Younes: The Strangely Unscientific Masking of America

[The] issue has become so politicized that mainstream media outlets, politicians, and even scientists seize

upon the slightest bit of favorable evidence, dismiss out of hand anything that conflicts with their theory, and

most egregiously of all misrepresent the data, to support the conclusion that masks worn by asymptomatic

people prevent coronavirus transmission.

Bill Blain: Were Lockdowns A Mistake? (Spoiler Alert: YES!!!)

  

A trained chemist comments:

Surgical masks will not prevent the wearer from inhaling or exhaling viruses or bacteria. They provide

absolutely no protection for either the wearer or anyone nearby.
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Unfortunately the Karens will still become indignant (and sometimes hysterical) at the sight of anyone not

wearing a mask. Of course, they are ignorant of this:

The package says: "THIS PRODUCT ... WILL NOT PROVIDE ANY PROTECTION AGAINST COVID-

19 (CORONAVIRUS)

So why do almost all governments insist on people wearing these face masks ... and threatening hefty fines if

they don't? It doesn't require an IQ > 100 to realize that mandatory face masks are an attempt to destroy

communication between people, 50% of whose person-to-person communication consists of facial expressions.

And did you know? When you wear a face mask, no-one can see you smile (or scowl). And when another person

wears a face mask, you can't see them smile (or scowl). And when they speak, face masks make it harder to

understand what they are saying. Could it be that mandatory face masks are intended to hinder people from

communicating with each other? If they can't communicate, how can they agree on ways to oppose the tyranny

that is being forced upon them?

Rob Slane: 2020: The Year we Let Ourselves be Infantilised and Dehumanised

[Masks] are a sign of submission. They are a, “we can do with you what we like moment.” They are nothing to

do with health. They are a psychological mask, and even more than the social distancing, they have served to
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alter the way we see one another and are seen by others. Millions of people humiliated by the Marketing Team

of Covid‑19 and their infantile slogans. Millions of people dehumanised by having their faces, their smiles,

their laughter, their thoughtfulness etc covered to make them into expressionless drones. That was the year

we just lived through. Will 2021 be the year a critical mass try to escape the Kindergarten and return to being

human?

And in July 2020, as the dust settles and the true magnitude of the disastrous effects of the Covid-19

pandemic/hysteria/hoax starts to become evident:

Josh Ketter: Covid 19 — What the Data Tells Us

The Costs: (Lives vs. Lives, not Economy vs. Lives.) We may never know this fully, but up to 50% of all

additional deaths may have been caused not by Covid 19, but by the effects of the response, i.e. policies &

panic. For example, the treatment of heart attacks and strokes decreased by up to 60% because many

patients stopped visiting hospitals.

  

The Costs: The number of people suffering from unemployment, psychological problems, suicides, delayed

treatment, and domestic violence has skyrocketed. Several experts believe that these may claim more lives

than the virus itself. According to the UN, millions of people around the world may fall into absolute poverty

and famine, which causes more disease / death. One estimate from professors at Stanford & Duke has

calculated we’ve now lost more years of life due to our response than [due to] the virus [itself].

Peter C. Earle: What Economists Can Teach Epidemiologists

Hysterical, wildly off-the-mark forecasts about COVID-19 will ultimately cause more harm than good, and find

their origins in the same set of snags which regularly trip up econometric forecasts. In the epidemiological

version, instead of predicting a new Great Depression, they brought an artificial depression, a growing spate

of coercive masking initiatives, school closures, and the lockdowns ... And that's what we can see, directly in

front of us: the ultimate cost of surgeries foregone, rising rates of drug abuse, alcoholism, and suicides, and

other knock-on effects of the ridiculous government responses to the novel coronavirus outbreak will be

unfolding for a generation.

Renée Parsons: What is the real purpose of the Lockdowns? — From masks to lockdowns

to "social distancing", do these anti-Covid measures serve another purpose?

Many people will suffer severe hardship if required/forced to take a COVID-19 test because ...

 

new research from the University of Oxford's Center for Evidence-Based Medicine and the University of the

West of England has found that the swab-based technique used for most COVID-19 testing is at risk of
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returning "false positives" since copies of the virus's RNA detected by the tests might simply be dead, inactive

material from a weeks-old infection.

"Dead" Virus[-Infected Cells Frequently Trigger "False Positives" In Most Common COVID Test,

New Study Finds

So when this becomes widely known then will the so-called COVID-19 testing cease? Unfortunately no,

because false positives are also recorded as actual "cases", and the more "cases" reported the greater the

level of fear among the unthinking masses, which is fine with those who wish to control everyone and

everything, everywhere, forever.

Again, what is a "case"? It is simply a person whose PCR test has given a "positive" result. This is not a case

of infecion by the COVID-19 virus.

Among the comments to this article on Zero Hedge we read:

A positive test result shows you may have antibodies from an infection with the virus that causes COVID-19.

However, there is a chance a positive result means that you have antibodies from an infection with a virus

from the same family of viruses (called coronaviruses), such as the one that causes the common cold.

At 6 to 10 million a day the population of the entire [U.S.] would be tested in less than two months. Exactly

what would that accomplish other than to drive up the count of positive cases (false positives and

asymptomatic cases). Why should massive amounts of people with no symptoms get tested?

They keep talking about cases, not death or hospitalization. The question should be why are you insisting on

testing healthy people? Why is that? It's because your test is nothing but a fake as well. PCR test are not

suppose to be used for screening and they are not looking for a virus, just residue corona that we all have.

Hence, the reason for the positive results. They are trying to keep the scam going.

Tested 'Positive' For COVID-19? Be Sure To Ask This Question — “What’s the Cycle Threshold (CT) value

for that test?”

Dr Michael Yeadon: Lies, Damned Lies and Health Statistics – the Deadly Danger of False Positives

Because of the high false positive rate and the low prevalence, almost every positive test, a so-called case,

identified by Pillar 2 since May of this year has been a FALSE POSITIVE. Not just a few percent. Not a quarter

or even a half of the positives are FALSE, but around 90% of them. ... I have explained how a hopelessly-

performing diagnostic test [the common PCR test] has been, and continues to be used, not for diagnosis of

disease but, it seems, solely to create fear. This misuse of power must cease.
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Bill Rice, Jr.: Where Is The Compassion...

... for the millions who've suffered harm from lockdowns? ... By now practically every family in the country

has already experienced negative consequences or obvious harm ... not from the virus, but from the policy

responses [by politicians and government officials] to the virus. If normal activities continue to be prohibited,

the number of Americans [and others] who will suffer life‑altering hardships will approach 100 percent of our

population.

And will those politicians and government officials ever be held liable?

Kit Knightly: WHO (Accidentally) Confirms Covid is No More Dangerous Than Flu

The World Health Organization [WHO] has finally confirmed ... [that] the coronavirus is no more deadly or

dangerous than seasonal flu.  ... Dr Michael Ryan ... revealed that they believe roughly 10% of the world has

been infected with Sars‑Cov‑2.  ... [This] confirms, once more, that the virus is nothing like as deadly as

everyone predicted. The global population is roughly 7.8 billion people, if 10% have been infected that is 780

million cases. The global death toll currently attributed to Sars‑Cov‑2 infections is 1,061,539. That's an

infection fatality rate [IFR] of roughly 0.14%. Right in line with seasonal flu ... [And] 0.14% is over 24 times

LOWER than the WHO's "provisional figure" of 3.4% back in March. This figure was used in the models which

were used to justify lockdowns and other draconian policies. ... None of the mainstream press picked up on

this. Though many outlets reported Dr Ryan's words, they all attempted to make it a scary headline and

spread more panic. Apparently neither they, nor the WHO, were capable of doing the simple maths that shows

us ... that the Covid sceptics have been right all along.

Kit Knightly: WHO (Finally) Admits PCR Tests Create False Positives

It's been commonly available knowledge, for months now, that any test using a CT value over 35 is potentially

meaningless. ... Despite all this, it is known that many labs around the world have been using PCR tests with

CT values over 35, even into the low 40s. So why has the WHO finally decided to say this is wrong? What

reason could they have for finally choosing to recognise this simple reality? The answer to that is potentially

shockingly cynical: We have a vaccine now. We don't need false positives anymore. ... Lo and behold, the

number of "positive cases" will plummet, and we'll have confirmation that our miracle vaccine works.

Mysterious Disappearance of Flu in San Diego Prompts Call for Audit of COVID Records

As different pressure groups and journalists begin to demand answers from the various health authorities, it's

becoming clear now that there has likely been some degree of widespread, systemic administrative fraud

designed to over-inflate COVID-19 numbers to the detriment of every other normal seasonal illness or

disease.
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As was clear already nine months ago in March, we've been played. What's become clear since then is that

this has all been for the purpose of imposing a global tyranny and precipitating a global genocide.

Dr Denis Rancourt: What will post-COVID look like on TV and in the history books?

There is no way the government can simply walk back from what it did with COVID‑19. It imposed draconian

general-population lockdown measures, and closed down the economy, irrespective of the domestic

consequences [bankruptcies, etc.], for a viral respiratory disease that all the recent studies are convergently

saying is no worse than a seasonal flu. How will the government representatives and enablers respond when

the dust settles? They will hold onto the absurd. They will hide the harm of the lockdown (violence, economy,

jobs, subservience training...). They will claim that they beat the coronavirus when it slows, and then claim

that any resurgence would have been worse had they not intervened; all contrary to known science and the

accumulating empirical data, of course.

Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò

 Open Letter To The President Of The United States Of America Donald J. Trump

 October 25, 2020

 

Mister President,

 

Allow me to address you at this hour in which the fate of the whole world is being threatened by a global

conspiracy against God and humanity. ...

 

[This] historical moment sees the forces of Evil aligned in a battle without quarter against the forces of

Good; forces of Evil that appear powerful and organized as they oppose the children of Light, who are

disoriented and disorganized, abandoned by their temporal and spiritual leaders.

 

Daily we sense the attacks multiplying of those who want to destroy the very basis of society: the natural

family, respect for human life, love of country, freedom of education and business. We see heads of

nations and religious leaders pandering to this suicide of Western culture and its Christian soul, while

the fundamental rights of citizens and believers are denied in the name of a health emergency that is

revealing itself more and more fully as instrumental to the establishment of an inhuman faceless

tyranny.

 

A global plan called the Great Reset is underway. Its architect is a global élite that wants to subdue all
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of humanity, imposing coercive measures with which to drastically limit individual freedoms and those

of entire populations. ...

 

The purpose of the Great Reset is the imposition of a health dictatorship aiming at the imposition of

liberticidal measures, hidden behind tempting promises of ensuring a universal income and cancelling

individual debt. The price of these concessions from the International Monetary Fund will be the

renunciation of private property and adherence to a program of vaccination against Covid-19 and Covid-

21 promoted by Bill Gates with the collaboration of the main pharmaceutical groups. Beyond the

enormous economic interests that motivate the promoters of the Great Reset, the imposition of the

vaccination will be accompanied by the requirement of a health passport and a digital ID, with the

consequent contact tracing of the population of the entire world. Those who do not accept these

measures will be confined in detention camps or placed under house arrest, and all their assets will be

confiscated. ...

You can read the full text of the letter here.

And finally, to wrap this up, some light-hearted satire:

C.J. Hopkins: The Germans Are Back!

In case you missed it, on November 18, the German parliament passed a law, the so-called “Infection Protection

Act” (“Das Infektionsschutzgesetz” in German) formally granting the government the authority to issue whatever

edicts it wants under the guise of protecting the public health. ...

  

Now, this “Infection Protection Act,” which was rushed through the parliament, is not in any way comparable to the

“Enabling Act of 1933,” which formally granted the government the authority to issue whatever edicts it wanted

under the guise of remedying the distress of the people. Yes, I realize that sounds quite similar, but, according to

the government and the German media, there is absolutely no equivalence whatsoever ...
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As the Protection Act was being legitimized (i.e., the current one, not the one in 1933), tens of thousands of anti-

totalitarian protesters gathered in the streets, many of them carrying copies of the Grundgesetz (i.e., the

constitution of the Federal Republic of Germany), which the parliament had just abrogated. They were met by

thousands of riot police, who declared the demonstration “illegal” ... beat up and arrested hundreds of them, and

then hosed down the rest with water cannons. ...

  

But seriously, I don't mean to pick on the Germans. ... It's just that, given their not-too-distant history, it is rather

depressing, and more than a little frightening, to watch as Germany is once again transformed into a totalitarian

state, where the police are hunting down the mask‑less on the streets, raiding restaurants, bars, and people's

homes ...

  

See, although the narratives and symbols may change, totalitarianism is totalitarianism. It doesn't really matter

which uniform it wears, or which language it speaks ... it is the same abomination. It is an idol, a simulacrum of the

hubris of man, formed from the clay of the minds of the masses by megalomaniacal spiritual cripples who want to

exterminate what they cannot control. And what they want to control is always everything. Everything that reminds

them of their weakness and their shame. You. Me. Society. The world. Laughter. Love. Honor. Faith. The past.

The future. Life. Death. Everything that will not obey them.

Russia defeated the Nazis in World War 2, but can we rely on modern‑day Russia to defeat the Covid Nazis in the

present Global War on Humanity?

The Actual Cause(s) of "COVID-19 Illness"?

The health "authorities" in all countries have assumed, and broadcast, that the unusual respiratory illnesses

observed worldwide in 2020 are due to infection by a novel corona virus, and this explanation has been widely

accepted without question by most people. (Whether this alleged virus has been isolated, and its DNA — or RNA

— sequenced, is disputed.) It may be, however, that the observed illnesses are not primarily caused by a virus,

but that the the primary cause is something else entirely — either overlooked or deliberately concealed.

There are at least two candidates for an alternative cause: (1) 5G microwave radiation, currently being

"rolled out" in most technically advanced (mainly Western) countries.  (2) Cyanide released into the

environment during manufacture of petroleum products from oil obtained by fracking.

5G microwave radiation

  

Sally Fallon Morell: Is Coronavirus Contagious?
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The correlation of the 5G rollout and Covid-19 cases—and the similarity of symptoms—should give us

pause. Shouldn't we be looking more closely before we institute mandatory vaccination and electronic

ID chipping? Shouldn't we test to see whether a contagious virus is even involved before we order social

distancing and prescribe face masks?

Bartomeu Payeras i Cifre: Study Shows Direct Correlation between 5G Networks and "Coronavirus"

Outbreaks

The results obtained demonstrate a clear and close relationship between the rate of coronavirus

infections and 5G antenna location. This study ... indicate[s] a possible cause-effect in the current

pandemic.

Environmental cyanide

  

Jim West: COVID-19: Finding the Environmental Trigger

Postulate (pandemic trigger): The pandemic trigger was a global decision to allow [oil] refineries to

release higher levels of cyanide into the atmosphere and into the natural gas fuel stream. Cyanide is

normally emitted from refinery converters ("crackers"), because converters generate cyanide from

nitrogen compounds present in the oil. However, fracked oil can contain 20x higher levels of nitrogen

compounds, and thus the necessity to dump cyanide into the atmosphere and fuel stream is pertinent

to fracked oil. ... Hydrogen cyanide (HCN), is a highly toxic gas, a refinery waste product. It can cause

symptoms similar if not the same as COVID-19 symptoms, such as coughing, hypoxia, lung and kidney

damage. [Cyanide prevents the cells of the body from using oxygen — CDC] The [refinery] converters

generate highly toxic hydrogen cyanide.
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